Accurate liver vessel segmentation via active contour model with dense vessel candidates.
The purpose of this paper is to propose a fully automated liver vessel segmentation algorithm including portal vein and hepatic vein on contrast enhanced CTA images. First, points of a vessel candidate region are extracted from 3-dimensional (3D) CTA image. To generate accurate points, we reduce 3D segmentation problem to 2D problem by generating multiple maximum intensity (MI) images. After the segmentation of MI images, we back-project pixels to the original 3D domain. We call these voxels as vessel candidates (VCs). A large set of MI images can produce very dense and accurate VCs. Finally, for the accurate segmentation of a vessel region, we propose a newly designed active contour model (ACM) that uses the original image, vessel probability map from dense VCs, and the good prior of an initial contour. We used 55 abdominal CTAs for a parameter study and a quantitative evaluation. We evaluated the performance of the proposed method comparing with other state-of-the-art ACMs for vascular images applied directly to the original data. The result showed that our method successfully segmented vascular structure 25%-122% more accurately than other methods without any extra false positive detection. Our model can generate a smooth and accurate boundary of the vessel object and easily extract thin and weak peripheral branch vessels. The proposed approach can automatically segment a liver vessel without any manual interaction. The detailed result can aid further anatomical studies.